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      Membership

    

    
      
        Membership is open to a range of companies and individuals.

          We currently have over 50 members, comprised of multinational companies and SMEs supplying the UK market.

        Amongst the many benefits of membership are:

        	IFRA’s Code of Practice and the IFRA Standards
	Up to the minute information and advice
	Assistance with regulatory, trade and business enquiries
	IFRA liaison with key organisations and Government department
	Information days, ad hoc seminars and the much anticipated annual Fragrance Forum


        For more information about membership click here:

        	Membership benefits (pdf)
	Constitution (pdf)
	Application form & fees (pdf)


      

    

    
      Meet our Members:

    


	
		Full Members
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        	4160Tuesdays Ltd is a West London artisan perfumery, handmaking small batches of adventurous fragrance.
				It was founded in 2012 by indie perfumer Sarah McCartney.
				They also run workshops to guide perfume makers to through all the relevant regulations, and for fragrance fans to understand how perfume is really made.
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				Aura Fragrances is a privately owned and family run company, developing and creating fragrance compounds, based on a wide range of experience and technical expertise, for all applications and industries.

				We give our customers the best personal support and create bespoke fragrances as required.
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        	Carvansons is a world-leading creator and compounder of bulk fragrances, used globally in the soap, cosmetic and household manufacturing sectors. Founded in 1941, Carvansons is a third-generation family-owned business with manufacturing and development facilities in various locations throughout the world. 
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        	Established in 1966, The Cotswold Perfumery is a family run business devoted to the production of fine fragrances for the niche market. Experience in retail as well as manufacturing gives the company a unique advantage by understanding the needs and skills required to launch a fragrance onto the market. Led by Master Perfumer John Stephen, an end-to-end service is offered that includes perfume creation, contract packing, documentation, consultation, mentoring and a perfumery school.
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        	CPL Aromas is a leading independent, family-owned fragrance house, with 18 global locations. CPL brings sustainable success to its customers through innovative fragrances, outstanding service and a human touch. It delivers happiness through scents, creating fragrances for fine fragrance, personal care and household. CPL asks its customers: let's create together.
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        	The senses of smell and taste stimulate the oldest part of our brains and affect the way we feel. At EFF we create original fragrances and flavours to enhance every kind of product from luxury perfumes to everyday consumer brands.

          	Each of our solutions is unique, expertly blended and produced to the highest specifications. We’re able to manufacture fragrances or flavours in quantities large or small, cost-effectively and with great precision. We’re also geared towards rapid response because we know our customers have to be quick to market.

          	We create the invisible ingredients that make all the difference.
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      		Eternis is one of the top 5 Aroma Chemical Manufacturers in the World. Headquartered in Mumbai, India Eternis has three manufacturing plants in India and one in Leek, Staffordshire. The company which is family owned, has demonstrated sustainable rapid growth, making key quality Ingredients for the Fragrance Industry, selling to customers in every continent. We are recognised as a key supplier by the leading Fragrance Companies. 
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        	Firmenich has a wealth of experience in the Fragrance and Flavour industry. With four R&D centres around the world in Geneva, Princeton, Shanghai and Gujarat, Firmenich focuses heavily on scientific research. The company is split into Perfumery, specialising in fine fragrances, body care, home care and oral care; Flavours, with expertise in citrus, vanilla and seafood; and Ingredients, both synthetic and natural.

      	


		Fragosmic
		Please visit Fragosmic's website for more information: http://fragosmic.com
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        	Givaudan is a global innovator of scents and tastes, serving customers in the food, beverage, consumer goods and fragrance industries. The Fragrance Division is made up of Fine Fragrances, Consumer Products and Fragrance Ingredients & Active Beauty and the Flavour Division comprises Sweet Goods, Beverages, Savoury and Dairy. With a 250 year heritage, the company has over 100 locations worldwide, including Asia Pacific, North America, Latin America, Europe and the Middle East.
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        	IFF is a leading innovator of sensorial experiences, which creates scents and tastes for fine fragrances and beauty, detergents and household goods, and foods and beverages. The Smell group develops ingredients for fine fragrances, fabric care, hair care and home care. Its Taste group includes Protein, Citrus and Natural, the Touch group designs cosmetic active ingredients using IFF's expertise in peptide, phospholipid and formulation science.
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        	Lanxess produces Kalama® Flavor & Fragrance Ingredients using the highest standards for quality, safety, and sustainability. As leaders in key aroma chemicals, we continue to expand our capabilities. We are trusted for our dedication to the industry and reliable, global supply from operations in Europe and the US.
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        	MANE creates flavours for everyday products such as beverages, biscuits, confectionery, dairy products, and savoury food. The perfumery division spans perfumes, hygiene and bodycare products and MANE also creates fragrances for the home, from household products to interior perfumes. The company has 145 years' experience of natural ingredient production, using traditional and biotechnology extraction techniques
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        	Natural Skincare Solutions manufactures high quality award winning natural and organic skincare and have been in business since 2000. Our objective is to create great products that benefit the skin and are a pleasure to use. We create skincare for a wide range of clients including spas, department stores, hotels, lifestyle brands, therapist ranges and baby brands.
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        	Quintessence Fragrances is a highly creative, full-service fragrance company with perfumery centres in UK, India and USA. Manufacturing facilities service international customers from UK, India and China. Customer support includes rapid analysis of products, total regulatory compliance, and quantitative market data.
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        	The Robertet Group is a world leader in sustainable natural raw materials, for application in fragrances, flavours, healthcare and beauty products. The Group integrates knowledge in farming, sourcing, extraction, transformation and creation to its four expertise areas: Raw Materials, Flavours, Fragrances and Active Ingredients. Robertet UK creates and manufactures fragrances for a wide range of markets, including fine fragrances, home, air and personal care.
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			Founded in 1758 in Grasse in the south of France, Sozio is one of the pioneers in fine French perfumery. 

Sozio teams work on a wide variety of products, and the major categories for UK creation are toiletry, household, and homecare products. In recent years, their expertise in all things natural has enabled us to meet the growing demand for natural and clean fragrances. Passionate and committed, the perfumers work in close collaboration with the marketing and evaluation teams to imagine fragrances that combine trends, performance, and creativity.

Sozio ensures quick, efficient, and transparent communication with all its customers throughout its 6 production plants located across the globe. As a market pioneer, Sozio has positioned itself as a historical player in the perfumery industry while maintaining its flexibility and customer service to meet the current challenges of the perfumery world.
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        	Symrise is a global supplier of fragrances, flavours, active ingredients and aroma chemicals, as well as sensorial and nutritional solutions for the perfume, cosmetic, pharmaceutical, food, beverage, pet food and baby food industries. Headquartered in Germany, Symrise is comprised of three segments: Flavor, Nutrition and Scent & Care.
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        	TREATT develops fragrance and flavour ingredients present in numerous food, beverage and personal care products. Its ingredient applications include food and drink, personal care, fine and household fragrance markets, and its specialist flavour applications include: citrus, tea, health and wellness, herbs, spices and florals, fruits and vegetables, and high impact chemicals/aroma.
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		For more information please visit the website: https://discover.univarsolutions.com/en-fr/

      	


	


	
		Associate Members
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			The Aroma Company are the UK’s leading innovators of scent marketing technology and are globally recognised as the industry experts. Whether your looking to diffuse scent permanently in a space, temporarily at an event, or needing innovative point of sale ideas, the aroma co are your go to people.
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			Cehtra is an international leader in technical and regulatory support with regard to the safety of chemical products.

			Our focus is on scientific and innovative solutions ensuring regulatory compliance of chemicals to international obligations: from portfolio strategy to notification of chemicals and from human exposure to site audits.
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        	dataEssence software has been designed to manage regulatory compliance and create Safety Data Sheets (SDS), CLP Labels and IFRA certificates for any formulation or Ingredient.
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			Formpak ensures companies in the formulation and ingredient sectors can create great products quickly, effectively and with the security that they meet regulatory standards. We allow your creativity to flourish whilst simultaneously ensuring your products are fit for the market, whatever the size of your company.

			But Formpak offers much more beyond our software. Our team's sector knowledge and expertise underpin all that we do and our customer support consistently receives positive feedback.
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        	Established in 1997, Markes International is a global manufacturer and supplier of specialist analytical instrumentation, accessories, supplies and consumables that enhances the sensitivity and application scope of GC–MS. Our products help analysts worldwide detect trace-level volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs and SVOCs) in solids, liquids and gases.
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        	Olfiction is a unique team that caters for the needs of fragrance businesses of all kinds. We provide creative perfumery, consultancy, training, and marketing support for fragrance suppliers, contract manufacturers, brands, retailers and fragrance industry organisations
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        	ProductVision® product development software is a PLM system that manages all aspects of the product development process. With modules including Formula Management, Workflow, Testing, Regulatory Compliance (including GHS Safety Data Sheets), Project Management, Document Management and more - ProductVision® is capable of covering every aspect of your product lifecycle.
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        	https://www.pzcussons.com/
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        	We provide pest control, hygiene and plants services as well as a number of smaller specialist services including property care, medical and specialist hygiene.
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       	Scentair is the UK’s  leading provider of scent marketing solutions. Enhancing customer experiences across the U.K. with a vast array  of fine fragrances and  amazing scent delivery solutions to suit all sizes & types of business.
Scentair provides a fully managed service across the U.K.  to  deliver wonderful & memorable experiences  to all clients  with our award winning full service.

      	


	


	
		Consultant Members
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			CLP Services for Candlemakers
CLP Services offers a SDS and CLP Authoring Service for Candle Makers, Home Fragrance product Manufacturers and Fragrance Oil Suppliers.  We can also supply the SDS, Allergen Declaration and IFRA Certificate as well as the CLP information for oils being placed on the UK and EU market.
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        	Founded in 2016, the Experimental Perfume Club brings education and the art of perfumery to the general public.
As a perfume house and laboratory our founder-perfumer creates all our fragrances in-house. All the way from the idea to the bottle!

      	


		Genera Consultancy
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        	Parfum Parfait LTD offers independent fragrance expertise, filling the gap between brands and Fragrance houses. 

				Our ethos is to collaborate with your teams as a trusted and committed partner. With intelligent fragrance development, ensuring that finished product and marketing messages are aligned and on-brand, we help you bring the best fragrances to market. 

				We bring your vision to life and watch it grow.
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        	-

      	


		Ray Gransby
			Aromascience Consultancy
Tel: 01673 844 672
Mobile: 07922 112 093
E: raygransby@btconnect.com
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        	Stephen Kirk, SK-CRS Ltd

			  SK-CRS Ltd is an independent UK-based consultancy, founded in 2016, offering a comprehensive range of regulatory and safety services to the cosmetic industry to support in-house Product Lifecycle Management activities.

			  

			  Services include:

			  Cosmetic ingredient selection and approval. Advice on formulation safety, approval and tolerance testing. Cosmetovigilance activities according to EC guidelines.

			  

			  Tel:  +44 (0)7505 097 715
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